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Owo Anietie

Nigerian 3D
afrofuturism artist
and visionary
behind AfroDroids.

Esther Eze

Welcome!
To the rst AfroDroids Newsletter!

Operations and
Project manager at
AfroDroids.

Hashbrown here, and excited to kick off the first ever AfroDroids
Newsletter! This newsletter is designed to do two things:
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UPDATES

COMMUNITY

Consolidate AfroDroids
updates into a platform
delivered to you!

Droid-meet-Droid
through sharing of art
and thought

fi
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Vintage Mozart

Zimbabwean Artist
and AfroDroids
collaborator.

fi

AfroDroid Updates:
Marketing

Super Droids

Metaverse

AfroDroids has contracted
Jonny Caplan and Love Train
Labs for marketing services.

Super Droids are an
opportunity for AfroDroid
holders to upgrade and
enhance their current
AfroDroids.

AfroDroids has purchased
land in CryptoVoxels. We are
currently asking what the
community wants to see built
on it.

The idea is to have a Droid
factory where you’ll be able
to choose some features in
your current Droid that you’ll
want to see in your Super
AfroDroid.

An art gallery? Social hang
area? Club/ Venue for shows?
A combination of all of the
above?

Jonny is an award winning
lmmaker, the host of
Amazon Prime’s Tech Talk,
and has been deeply
involved with many NFT
projects in the last year.
He minted 6 droids on drop,
and appreciates both the art
and great charity aspect.

Would you combine droids
for 1 Super Droid?

What would you like to see
and experience with the
AfroDroid fam in the
metaverse?

PERMISSION GRANTED TO LIVE FROM YOUR HEART
“There is nothing more truly artistic than to love people.”
~Vincent Van Gogh
I’m not sure what Van Gogh’s personal experience of this was, but something about this quote
resonates in me. Heart is such a huge player in the creative world and having tools to access it ups
creative output exponentially. The Heart of the AfroDroid community is really what interested me in
investing in it. And now to contributing to this news letter. My name
is Ramá Inza. I mentor individuals and lead courses that simplify
some of newer science, technology, psychology and neuroscience
into ways of getting more of that feel good/less of the stress and
anxiety in our every day lives. I’m planning to contribute articles that
share some of the simple practices you can experiment with and
general insights and observations about the value of heart. We’re
talking in the trenches kind of heart skills, not so much the Harlequin
romance novel thing. The real shit...so buckle up.
I look forward to sharing with you and getting to interact here with
this beautiful community.
-Ramá Inza
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Gas Fees. After
surviving the
Wolf Warner
ordeal I minted 2
randomly chosen
Op Ed:
Afrodroids. To my
As an avid Comic Book and
delight I was
Funko Pop collector, it was only a
pleased to obtain 2
matter of time until I found myself
that I really liked
dabbling in the world of NFTs. So on
but to my dismay I
March 8 2021 I purchased my first
saw that people
NFT by way of NBA Top Shot. After
were able to mint
months of being obsessed with
up to 20 of a 12K
purchasing NBA Moments, I felt it
edition. I figured
was time to step my game up in the
that whales/bots
form of a NFT PFP Avatar project. I was tired
who jump in projects to flip were going to show
of all the Zoo animal avatar projects as I felt
up snd sell once they don’t get the expensive
that they were all off shoots of Bored Ape Yacht
rarities . I was hip to the game from my Top
Club. Thus I went in the rabbit hole to find a
Shot days. People will under cut and sell for
project that was totally different in style and
peanuts just to re coup for some cash. They
utilization capabilities.
don’t feel a connection
In addition I wanted the
with the project. Their
“I was instantly attracted to
project that I choose to
the vibe… and was impressed soul is not into it.
have a detailed
Guess what? The floor
with the fact that Africa,
roadmap for the
price dropped within
Art, Technology, and
future. In August,
days and has not
Storytelling were at the
after months of
recovered since. My
center of the narrative.”
searching for an ideal
response to this is to
Avatar project, I
grow internally and
stumbled upon
organically. Stop
Afrodroids in a Discord chat. As an African
worrying about floor price right now. It does
American Studies major (Shoutout to University
not matter if influencers come in and buy up
of Maryland, College Park) I was instantly
the floor if these people don’t care about the
attracted to the vibe. I began to follow Owo and
project. I have to remind myself that this is an
Afrodroids on Twitter and IG and was
African Project. A Eurocentric minded
impressed with the fact that Africa, Art,
influencer may not be inclined to join a so
Technology, and Storytelling were at the center
called Black project. Some believe that Culture
of the narrative. Plus the Afrodroids themselves
politics and niche projects don’t equate to
had a dope peculiar robotic look to them that
100Xing. In the case of Afrodroids the price is
had me hyped. I was instantly hooked. To top
not rising because there is not a lot of VOLUME.
things off portion of the proceeds were to be
Sure Droids are being bought but the volume is
donated to the Dream Catchers Academy.
very low. I tend not to worry about volume
Pre Sale Minting Day was nuts! I had no
because I
clue how to maneuver MetaMask, OpenSea or
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honestly don’t care what the floor is but we need more activity. Not only in Sales but with
engagement I feel its the same people tweeting and sharing out their drones. If we have over 29K in
Discord, then how come its only the same people responding with tweets, shills and shout outs?
Personally I have found ways to incorporate
Afrodroids in my classroom, I continue to shill
the living daylights out of it on social media and
got my lil bro involved and now I contributing
to a newsletter. The possibilities are vast
Droidfam.
We must continue to diversify
engagement. Reaching out to to the sci fi, comic
book, and robotic communities across the globe
has been a new target for me. We can go
further than the Art world. I mean I even had a
tweet conversation about Afrofuturism and
Africanfuturism with Nigerian American Phd
and Hugo Award Winner Nnedi Okorafor which
has opened my mind as to the differences,
similarities and connections between the two
genres. Even in my classroom the Afrodroids are
present. My Hereditary and Traits Lesson later
in the school year will be infused with
Afrodroids who will be used as my scientific models. Basically what Im saying is that this NFT Avatar
Project has inspired me to gain more knowledge of self, learn new genres and even teach the youth
of Brooklyn NY.
Afrodroids to another Galaxy !
LFG!
Liberation over Liquidation
Sincerely
Wolf Warner

In the Mix with VI
BY: VI THE LAW
Two weeks ago I was on set at a video shoot for a song by my good friend REAP3R called “Body”
which I am featured on. I was looking around the set looking at all my friends fulfilling some role or
the other. For example, another friend Massey was shooting and directing the video. We went to high
school together, I don’t think back then we would have ever imagined working on a project together,
and also two days earlier I released a song which featured Massey as well called “MZAYA”. Massey is
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a multi-talented individual from graphic design, to videography
to being an amazing rapper. Another friend my right hand man
Donman Jr creator of 3rd World Chronicles also came on set to
help out and shoot behind scenes footage, he ended up
directing certain scenes. He’s also a talented recording artist,
graphic designer and videographer.
Team work really makes the dream work. There’s something
special about people putting their energy together towards a
common goal. Its even more special when its with people who
you consider your friends. For “Body” in particular besides
featuring on the song, I also mixed and mastered the song and
designed the song cover. The song was created a year ago, and
it was just amazing to step back and watch everyone have to
wear multiple to hats to make sure we have a great final product. EAP3R had to also play the role of
Producer for the video and make sure things are moving smoothly on set and everyone is catered for.
We were also dressed by a local streetwear brand called
“Guided Youth” who gave us some really cool T shirts
to wear on set. We also had some amazing dancers on
set. This was actually my first video shoot where
everything as so well coordinated and organized.
The reality of being a creative in Africa right now is
wearing multiple hats. You have to fill in so many roles
to get things done. We’ve mastered the art of working
with what we have to produce some pretty amazing
results. Now that’s not to say that there aren’t similar
situations around the world, but where we’re from in
particular its very hard to pursue a career in the
creative industry. You have to be ready to weather
storm after storm and be able to adapt to any
situation. But when you do it with friends it can be fun
as well.
I guess that’s what attracted me as well to the world of
NFTs as well. The beauty of community and the feeling
of contributing to something bigger than yourself Is
amazing.
VI the Law is a Half Zimbabwean/Half Nigerian/ Russian Born artist, music producer, mix and
master engineer currently based in Harare Zimbabwe.
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Book Club
BY: DUMBGRIOT
Knights of the Black and White is a historical fiction piece on the origin of the
Knights Templar. I enjoy historical fiction because it introduces narratives that are
sometimes more credible than accepted “facts”. The fact is, the Templars play a
major role in Western religion and politics due to the powerful truths they conceal
and their influence in finance. What happened to the Jewish families that fled
Roman persecution when their temples were destroyed? Was that small band of
knights really organized to protect pilgrims traveling to to Holy Land? How did they
force the hand of the Roman church? Where did their rich come from? According to
Jack Whyte they were playing 4D chess. Read up and discover alternative truths that
may not be stranger than fiction.

AfroDroid Movie Nights
BY: ESTHER EZE
Movie nights at the AfroDroid discord channel are a chance for me to spend my Saturday evenings
watching a movie with the AfroDroid fam. It’s one of the activities I look forward to at the end of the
week. For now, we have no structure, but so far we’ve knocked out an alien-themed movie and a
robot-themed one.
The Movies:

**Spoiler Alert**

Two Saturdays ago, we watched District 9.

In a dystopian world, a spaceship housing millions of aliens becomes stranded on Earth, South
Africa. These aliens (who look like juicy Prawns tbh) are housed by the humans in an area
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called District 9 where they live, grow and die. Over the years, some of the aliens become
dissatisfied with the state of their life in District 9, and plot how to go back home. When the
government decides to relocate them to another District (district 10), the aliens (Christopher and
his son, CJ) see their chance, stealing the fuel they need to power a dropship. Christopher gets
back to the Mothership via the dropship and leaves Earth promising to return in three years. The
rest of the aliens are then relocated to District 10.
This story is set in South Africa, and if you ask me, I’ll say that District 9 isn’t just a story of
humans and aliens; it’s a microcosm of the Apartheid system of government in South Africa.
The Directors opened a window into some of tbe ways human beings can be inhumane and
despicable. The film has no resolution and features lota of blood and gore, but it was a good
watch.
Rating: District 9 - 6/10

The second movie we’ve seen is Chappie.
Chappie features South African rap ravers
Die Antwoord (Yolandi and Watkin Tudor
Jones) who play very compelling characters.
After the movie, I listened to some of their
music - Banana Brain is my favourite.
In this futuristic world, the crime rate
becomes too high for human police to handle
and the government approves robot police to
take the brunt of the attacks by the criminal populace on the city. In the course of doing his job, one
robot is shot down by some gang members and is taken to the lab where the engineers determine
that he’s too damaged to be fixed and has to be destroyed. Deon, the creator of the robots, who has
been secretly working on a prototype that’ll
give his robots emotions, saves this damaged robot. On his way back home to test out his
hypothesis, he’s attacked by some gang members (Ninja, Yolandi and Amerika) who take the
creator to their hideout and demand he fix the robot for them on the threat of death. Deon fixes
the robot but makes it artificially intelligent. They call the robot Chappie. The movie continues
with Chappie getting into all sorts of scrapes, getting shamed for having a tender side and
showing his love to Yolandi (his Mummy?) but instead, encouraged into crime by Ninja. After
they’re all attacked by a huge robot created by Deon’s rival, Vincent, Yolandi, Deon and
Chappie’s consciousness are put in robots. They now have robot bodies.
I particularly enjoyed this movie because it has the same premise as AfroDroids. To have the
idea already exist in another movie shows the potential in the AfroDroids movie we plan to
release soon.
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Another thing that struck me is the idea of how evil comes to exist in the world. And how through
no fault of one’s own, one can become bad. Take a look at Chappie, an innocent baby robot
who only views the world with wonder but then is influenced and does a lot of bad things as a
result. In the end, Chappie shout in a broken voice “Why you humans do this? Why you all lie?”
Rating: Chappie - 6.5/10
These movies were definitely more enjoyable for me because I watched them with my AfroDroid
community. I’m looking forward to more movie nights.

360 Video From Symbolik
“2020 Got Weird S01 E02”
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A Word from the Editor
BY: HASHBROWN
Droidfam, I just want to shout out everyone who
contributed to this first newsletter as well as the
community at large. There is so much more to go
into detail on in the next newsletter and we are
barely scratching the surface! Also a moment to
really appreciate what Owo and Esther have built
and how amazing Seyi is at Dreamcatchers, saving
and transforming lives. When I got my first
AfroDroid I had no idea I would both ape into the
project and community on the level I have. Seeing
the artistic vision as well as long term plan, tied to
the immediate action in smart contract splits was
enough to move much of my crypto holdings into
AfroDroids (this is in no way financial advice). I've
made “crypto rap” since 2017, bought crypto
kitties back then, made and sold my own NFTs,
but it wasn't until investing in this project and
community that I had an “ah ha” moment. As much as I enjoy blockchain for the technology, betting
on which one is going to win is both stressful and risky to some extent. But to bet on an artist, art,
and a community feels like less risky move (for me at least). As an artist I know, this is a lifelong path
and I will continue make music as long as I physically can, and I'm sure Owo is the same with his art.
To join on the ground floor of what has the potential to become such a large movement has been an
honor and blessing.
I can't wait to see where this journey takes us!
-Hashbrown

SEND SUBMISSIONS FOR THE NEXT AFRODROIDS NEWSLETTER TO:
MEDIA@OWOANIETIE.IO
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